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Ritsurin Garden morning half-day course

◎ From Takamatsu station depart on 7:30 Shopping Rainbow Bus, approximately 17 minutes to Ritsurin-koen-mae

Sightseeing course

▼ 10:00

▼ 8:00

▼
About 1 minute walk from Ritsurin-Koen-mae

Ritsurin Garden half-day morning course 
Early morning walk through a beautiful park. Try making traditional sweets as well.
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Ritsurin Garden
Approximately 5 minutes by taxi or 15 minutes walk

Related Info : KAG-tour010

▼
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Takamatsu central shopping area covers

eight areas: Hyogo-machi,

Kataharamachi West, Kataharamachi

East, Lion Street, Minami-Shinmachi,

Jobanmachi and Tamachi. Most are

joined in an arcade of 2.7 kilometers

length - the longest in Japan!

Related Info : TAK-spot006

Arrive Takamatsu station

About 10 minutes by taxi or 25 minutes walk

11:30～12:00

Wasanbon confectionary experience (Mamehana)

12:00～12:30

B

Walking transfer

Takamatsu central shopping area

A

The 'wooden mold' is an essential part of

traditional confectionary making, including

Wasanbon. You can try your hand at

traditional confectionaries, using  wooden

mold made of the highest quality. After

placing the beautiful and delicate

Wasanbon into the wooden mold, you can

taste your freshly completed Wasanbon.

This gallery features a wonderful line-up

of Kagawa traditional crafts along with

more modern arrangements based on

those old themes. With prior

arrangements you can try your hand at

painting Hoko-san traditional dolls. Your

own specialized Hoko-san doll makes a

wonderful memento of your trip.

Related Info : TAK-misc002

IKUNAS g

A beautiful park with many sights to see.

Walk around  and feel how the

surrounding natural environment is

integrated into the park. The park has a

special and fresh feeling in the early

morning that gives a different atmosphere

from the afternoon.  You can have a bowl

of morning porridge at the restaurant

Hanazono, located on the grounds.Related Info：TAK-spot001

Walking transfer to Takamatsu central shopping area

Kagawa Prefecture Tourism Association, Ltd.


